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Instruction
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please read the instructions carefully before using the product
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1.Scan the QR code, install the robotic vacuum application

2.Register and log in.
3.Turn on the robotic vacuum，wait and til l  voice prompt " 
Hello, Master, the machine is ready", press two buttons of the 
machine for 3 seconds at the same time, until you hear " WiFi 
has reset". Open "Tuya smart" APP and click "+" to add the 
device. Click “Small home appliance”，select “Robot vacuum
(Wi-Fi)” .
4.Select WiFi and enter password, click "Next".
5.Tick "Confirm the indicator is blinking rapidly", click "Next".

 6. Adding device, robot vacuum voice prompts " The appliance 
is starting to bind the user information", and then "Network is 
connected...", click "Done"
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3.Click "Pose" to stop current task. Select the position on the 
map you want to clean, click "Go Here" to start point cleaning, 
click "Back" to stop it.

4.Select "Zone", click "Sweep area",drag the area on the map you 
want to clean, click "Go Here" to start zone cleaning,click "Back" 
to stop it.
Click " Forbidden Edit" and then  " Add area" to create the area you 
don't want to clean, save it.

1.Click "Smart" to start auto-cleaning (default setting), click 
again to pause it. Click "Chargego" for recharging.

2. Click "Setting", select "Suction" to adjust suction level: 
Strong, Normal,Gentle or Auto. Select "Water quantity" to 
adjust water discharge level: High, Middle or Low.
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6. Click "Setting" in the lower right corner.
1) Timing: Click "Add" to set scheduled cleaning time and date 
and Save the setting.

2) Click "Manual" to manually control robot vacuum movement.
3) Click "Looking for machines" to fine where the robot vacuum 
is.

4) Click "Record" to check cleaning records.
5) Click "Voice and volume" to adjust voice volume and switch 
voice language.
6) Click "Switch Disturb" to open non-disturb function.

5. Under mopping mode, click "Smart" to start auto-mopping, 
back for recharging after mopping is finished.
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01.The product is only for the cleaning of the floor in the home environment and do not use it outdoors (such as open balcony), 
non-ground (such as sofa, coffee table, etc.), commercial or industrial environment.

02.Do not use the product in a suspended environment (such as duplex floors, home tops, etc. ) to avoid property damage and personal 
injury caused by falling of the device.

03.Do not use the product in an environment above 40 0 C or below -10 0 C.
04.Do not use the product in a ground environment with liquid or sticky materials.
05.Please clean up the debris or scattered objects and cables on the ground before use to avoid the machine being blocked or entan-

gled during operation.
06.Please ensure that the items that are fragile, easy to fall, expensive or potentially dangerous are stored properly before use to avoid 

personal injury or property damage caused by the robot vacuum cleaner during operation.
07.The people with physical, mental or cognitive impairments, including children are not allowed to use or operate the product.
08.P leas e properly keep the product, charging stand and product accessories to prevent children from touching to avoid personal and 

property damage.
09.Do not allow children to use the robot vacuum cleaner as a toy. Keep the children and pets as far away as possible during its work-

ing and cleaning.
10.Do not place the hair, clothing, fingers, etc. of the human close to the suction port and operating parts of the product.
11.The products must not allowed to absorb any burning items such as cigarettes, matches, ash and other items that may cause fire.
12.The products must not allowed to absorb any items such as stones, was te paper, nails, broken glas s, etc. that may block the prod-

uct.
13.Do not move the machine by the lidar cover as the handle to avoid damage of the lidar.
14.Please clean and maintain the machine and the charging stand during shutdown or power off.
15.Please clean the charging stand and the product with a dry soft towel and do not wipe any part of the product with any damp cloth, 

detergent or liquid.
16.During the initial use of the product, please always observe the work of the robot vacuum cleaner to help deal with some pos-sible 
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borne by the user.

problems, such as the wound cables, the uneven area and the area that may make the robot vacuum cleaner suspend-ing or stuck.
And these areas can be set in the APP once they are found to prevent the robot vacuum cleaner from entering these areas the next 
time during work.

17.Please use the product strictly in accordance with the product instruction, and any loss or damage caused by improper use shall be

18.This product is equipped with UV light sterilization components. If equipped, the UV light components only work when the machine 
      is cleaned. When the machine fails or stops, the UV light components also stop working accordingly.



Machine Charging stand Extra Mop Side brush

Power adapter Single suction
port component

High efficiency filter Cleaning brush

Instruction Remote control
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Blue LED: Charging
Red LED：Fault

LED Indication

Power key:
Short press: Sweep/pause
Long press: On/off the machine

WiFi indication light:
Slow flash: Waiting for connection 
Normally on: WiFi is connected 
Quick flash: WiFi connection failed

Recharge key:
Short press: recharge / pause
Long press: Timing cleaning
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Anti-dropping sensor

UV light

Universal wheel

Charging pole piece
Side brush

Battery Cover

Rolling brush

Rolling brush cover

Driving wheel

Mop component

Mop buckle

Integrated Dust
Bin & Water Tank

Laser radar

Radar collision 
senso

Exhaust pot

Infrared sensor

Collision sensor 

Alignment sensor
Collision buffer
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Indoor cleaning1
Please clean up small objects, fragile articles, cables, curtain ropes, etc. scattered on the ground before use to prevent entangle-
ment or damage of the property.

The users with a duplex structure such as stairs etc. in their homes shall specially note that it is strictly forbidden to use the prod-
uct in the fenceless suspending environment, which is higher than that of the family activities.
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Align the side brush with its bearing on the machine 
and press firmly to install the left and right brushes.

Side Brush Installation2
Open the rubber cover on the water tank, fill in water 
and then install back。

Water Tank Installation3
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Press power button for 3 seconds and voice prompts powered on.

Power On4

APP Install5

Connection network for the machine
Before connecting the network, please make sure that the mobile phone and the 
machine are within the WiFi cover-age and as close as possible to the router.
In case the router configuration or the password is changed, or the mobile phone 
cannot be connected to the device due to other reasons, reset the WiFi of the 
machine for pairing.

Reset method:
After turning on the machine, press both the power key and the recharge key 
simultaneously for 3 seconds until you hear the voice prompt and the WiFi indica-
tion light sl owly flashes, which indicate that the WiFi reset is suc-cessful.

Device pairing:
Open the APP to add device and operate by following APP prompts.
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Please make sure that no obstacles in the space of 1 m on both sides and 2m ahead of the charging stand.
Charge the robot vacuum cleaner on the charging stand,

Recharging6

>1m

>1m

>2m
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Pull out the dust bin,open the buckle and clean the dust.

Dust Bin Cleaning1
Open the buckle of HEPA bracket,take out HEPA 
and clean it.

HEPA Filter Cleaning2
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Cleaning Of Rolling Brush3
Lift the left and right brushes up and pull them out,Clean 
the windings on the left and right brushes and 
their bearings.

Side Brush Cleaning4

Turn the machine and press the buckle on the rolling brush 
cover from both ends to remove the rolling brush.Clean the 
windings on the rolling brush with the matching cleaning brush. 
After cleaning, install the rolling brush and fasten the cover. 
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1. When replacing the battery, cut off the power and turn off the unit.

2. Remove the screw on the battery cover, pull out battery terminal and take out the lithium battery from the cabinet.

3. Connect the terminal of the new battery，put the battery into the cabinet and put battery cover back with screw.

Replace the battery5

WARNING
Do not discard used batteries at will and please give the professional recycling agency for treatment.

Connection terminalBattery Cover
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Parameters of main machine 

Parameters of charging stand

100-240V/0.6A,50/60Hz

L185*W140*H75mm

24.0V/1.0A

50/60Hz

Dimensions

Dimensions

Battery

Host Weight

Connection Method

Rated Voltage

Rated Power

Water Tank Capacity

Dust Box Capacity

L315*W315*H92mm

2.8±0.1KG

WiFi connection

5000mAh,LG Lithium battery

14.4V

40W

230ml

300ml

Rated input

Rated output

Rated power
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The name and content of hazardous substances in the product

Lead/pb Hg Cd Cr (VI) PBB PBDEComponent
Hazardous substances

Plastic parts

Metal parts

Circuit board

Battery

Wire

Adapter

O indicates that the content of the hazardous substance in all homogeneous materials of the component is below 
the limit requirement specified in GB/T 26572.
X indicates that the content of the hazardous substance in at least one of the homogeneous materials of the 
component exceeds the limit requirement specified in GB/T26572.
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Sn. Voice prompt 

The dust box is missing.

AH OH, the radar on the top seems to
be covered.

I need to change a position to start to 
work.

Pls wipe the bottom falling protecting 
sensor, my master.

The anti-dropping sensor is blocked 
or placed high

Collision sensor abnormal

Wall sensor is abnormal

The anti-collision sensor on radar 
cover is abnormal.

The bumper or anti-collision sensor 
is stuck.

The dust box is full or the filter needs 
to be replaced.

Please check and clean the anti-dropping sensor and try 
again.

Please check and clean the anti-collision sensor and try 
again.

Please check and clean the wall sensor and try again.

Please check and clean the foreign objects around the 
radar cover and try again.

Please check if the bumper or anti-collision sensor is stuck.

Please clean the dust box or replace it with a new one.

Pls wipe the crashing protecting 
sensor right ahead, my master.

Pls wipe the wall sensor on the right 
side, my master.

Pls wipe the radar cover on the top,
my master.

AH OH, the crash barrier is stucked.

Pls clean the dust box，my master.

AH OH, the main brush seems to be 
stucked. Pls help me.

AH OH, the main wheel seems to be 
stucked. Pls help me.

The device is picked up Move the machine to other place to restart cleaning.

The cleaning is triggered during 
removing of the dust box.

The top radar is covered or be 
placed in an open area

Please check and remove foreign objects around the Lidar
or move it to other place to restart.

Re-install the dust box or pause the cleaning task of the
machine.

Cause Trouble-shooting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

The main brush is stuck or entangled. Please check if the main brush is entangled and clean it.

The main wheel is stuck or entangled. Please check if the main wheel is entangled and clean it.
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Sn. Voice prompt 

AH OH, the side brush seems to be 
stucked. Pls help me.

I need battery charging, my master. The main battery is too low to return 
to the charging stand

Please take the host back to the charging stand

Recharging failed. Pls put me back to 
the charging base, my master.

Something is wrong, need to be 
power off and have a rest.

No charging stand is found, or the 
charging stand is not connected with 
the power supply.

A failure that requires a shutdown 
occurs and it automatically shuts down

The shutdown operation is triggered 
during the charging of the machine on 
the charging stand.

Positioning failed, stop cleaning.

Positioning failed, stop charging.

Please check if the charging stand is energized and clean 
the obstacles around the charging stand.

Please try to restart the machine.

The machine cannot be turned off while charging, please 
avoid it.

Please make sure the machine is connected to the network
properly and try to relocate.

Please make sure the machine is connected to the network
properly and try to relocate.

Can't be power off when I'm on the 
charging base.

Positioning failed, can't do the
cleaning.

Positioning failed, can't find the way 
to charge.

The side brush is stuck or entangled. Please check if the side brush is entangled and clean it.

Cause Trouble-shooting

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
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Failure Trouble-shooting 

It cannot be turned on.

It cannot be charged.

The machine cannot be returned for 
charging.

The device cannot be found in the mobile.

The machine is offline.

The mobile and the device cannot be 
paired.

There is abnormal voice during cleaning.

Cleaning is not effective.

Timing cleaning doesn’t work.

Whether it needs to be charged for 24 
hours for the initial use.

Whether the laser emitted by the laser 
radar is harmful to the human.

The battery is low, please charge it before use. The ambient temperature is over low or over high, 
please use it in the range of 0°C-40°C.

The charging stand is not powered, please make sure the power is connected successfully. Poor contact 
of the charging electrode, please clean the charging stand electrode and the machine electrode.

Make sure there is enough space around the charging stand. And make sure that the recognition area
on surface of the charging stand is free of dust and dirt.

Please ensure that the network connection of the machine is successful. And make sure the machine is 
always within the WiFi signal coverage.

Make sure the machine and the charging stand are within the WiFi signal coverage and the signal is 
good. Please try resetting WiFi before pairing.

Please check and clean the foreign matters on rolling brush, side brush, drive wheel and the universal 
wheel, and clean the machine chassis and anti-collision strip.

Please check and clean the dust box and filter. Please replace the filter if it is blocked. Check and clean 
the rolling brush if it is entangled.

Timed cleaning cannot be triggered if the battery is low. Please confirm that the machine is connected to
the network, otherwise, the timing cleaning task cannot be synchronized.

The built-in high-performance lithium-ion battery has no memory effect, and it can be used after being 
fully charged and no need charging of 24 hours.

The machine adopts advanced and safe laser radar, which meets the CLASS I laser standard and eye 
safety level.

Please reconnect WiFi and ensure that the network connection to the machine is successful.

In daily use, the standby power consumption is very low, so no need to power off and shut down, and 
maintaining the charging state is beneficial to the best performance of the battery. If it is not used for a 
long time, please cut off the power of the charging stand and shut it down for storage. It is recommended 
to charge once a month to avoid damage to the battery due to over-discharge.

Whether the power of the charging 
standis needed to be cut  off  af ter  
charging is completed.
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Safety information
Battery and charging

Laser safety information

Applied standard

Lidar of the product complies with the IEC 60825-1:2014 (Third Edition)

GB4706.1-2005, GB4706.7-2014, GB 4343.1-2018

01.Do not use any battery, charging stand or charger from third-party.
02.Please make sure that the voltage used is correct.
03.Do not disassemble, repair or modify the battery or the charging stand.
04.Do not place the charging stand and the main machine close to the heat source, such as heating radiators, induction cookers, 

ovens, etc.
05.Do not wipe anywhere of the product with a damp cloth or any liquid.
06.Do not discard used batteries at will and please give the professional recycling agency for treatment.
07.If the power cord is damaged or broken, please stop using it immediately, and contact us in time to select the proper channel 

to purchase the genuine power cord for replacement.
08.Please make sure that the main machine is turned off for transport and it is recommended to pack with the original box.
09.If the product is not used for a long time, please turn off the power after fully charged, turn off the main machine, st or e in a 

cool dry place, and charge it at least every 3 months to avoid damage to the battery.

FCC Caution.
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not 
cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause 
unde-sired operation.
Any Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to 
operate the equipment.
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After-sales Service and Warranty

If product quality problems occurs from the date of purchase,we can provide warranty services according to your local distributors.

BOBOT shall not be liable for costs,damages or repairs incurred as a result of: Non-Warranty Policy for NAVI Series:

1. When the validity period of the warranty has expired;

2. Careless operation or handling,misuse,abuse and/or lack of maintenance or use not in accordance with the BOBOT Instruction 

Manual.

3. Damage caused by disassembly and repair without BOBOT authorization;

4. Damage caused by force majeure;

5. The normal discoloration and loss of the product during use are not covered by the warranty.

6. Appliances purchased from an unauthorized dealer.

7. Use of the appliance other than for normal domestic purposes e.g.for commercial or rental purposes.

8. Use of parts and accessories other than those produced or recommended by BOBOT.

9. External factors unrelated to product quality and use such as weather, modifications,accidents,electrica outages,power surges or 

acts of God.

10. Repairs or alterations carried out by unauthorized parties or agents.

11. Failing to clear blockage and other hazardous material from the appliance.

12. Normal wear and tear, including normal wearing parts such as clear bin, belt, filter, HEPA,brush bar and power cord 

(or where external damage or abuse is diagnosed carpet or floor damage due to use not in accordance with manufacturer’s 

instructions or failure to turn the brush bar off when necessary.

13. Reduction in battery discharge time due to battery age or use.
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User information (please fill in real information, BOBOT promises that user information 

is only used for after-sales service)

Name_____________        Telephone _____________

E-mail_____________        Postal code_____________ 

Contact Address__________________________

Product Information

Name_____________Model______________

Color__________________Packing SN No._______________

     Service needed               Oreturn            Oreplace              Orepair 

Failure Phenomenon_________________________________

Acceptance Date_______________Repairman's Signature_______________________


